Victoria Supercharger racing bike: Source TMSNH

Motorcycle Weekend: Source TMSNH

Day of the Harley: Source TMSNH

Sinsheim. Whether NSU, Victoria or Harley Davidson – the Technik Museum Sinsheim is
dedicating a whole weekend to the two-wheel ride. During the big Motorcycle Weekend on the
5th and 6th of October, bikes of all brands will come together on the museum grounds.

On Saturday, 5th October, hundreds of motorised two-wheelers from all eras and
manufacturers will gather at the meeting of classic motorcycles. There is a Suzuki RG 500, for
example, a conversion like the Malanca fitted with a Sachs Wankel engine, or a Victoria
Supercharger racing bike from 1925, the first supercharger racing bike ever made in
Germany.

The members of the MOC Steinsberg and the Veterans Vehicle Association (VFV)
are once again this year taking care of the awards for the most beautiful bikes. No gem
will be missed by this expert jury: all bikes present will be closely examined, and the winning
vehicles will then be presented to the interested audience and subsequently awarded their
prizes. There is a general opportunity to present one's classic vehicle on stage and receive a
prize. However, the following is a prerequisite: the bike that is brought along must be more
than 30 years old.

On Sunday, 6th October, things will get even more raucous, as roaring engines, gleaming
chrome, and the smell of petrol and rubber fill the air! Countless American bikes will gather in
front of a spectacular backdrop on "Harley Day" and will spread that unique "born to be wild"
atmosphere in the Kraichgau. In addition to rocking live music, the programme promises test
drives of the latest Harley-Davidson models, among other things; the younger generation will
be able to prove their driving skills on miniature motorcycles.
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On both days, from 9 am to 6 pm, there will be plenty to marvel at, and not only for the
owners – museum visitors can look forward to impressive veteran vehicles and brightly
polished Harleys. A wide culinary offering, supporting programmes and a dealer's mile round
off the big Motorcycle Weekend. Admission to the outdoor area is free for visitors. Detailed
information about the programme and the conditions of participation can be found at
www.technik-museum.de/motorrad.
About the Sinsheim-Speyer Museums of Technology – Technology from the ocean's
depths to outer space
The Sinsheim-Speyer Museums of Technology display more than 6,000 exhibits over more
than 200,000 m², covering all areas of engineering history in a variety that is one-of-a-kind
worldwide. From the submarine to the classic car, from the Concorde to the BURAN space
shuttle, everything is represented here. In addition to the permanent and changing special
exhibitions, there are numerous vehicle and club meetings as well as events. Open 365 days
a year, the museums attract more than one million visitors each year. The two IMAX largeformat cinemas are a real sensation. While the IMAX 3D Cinema in Sinsheim – "the sharpest
cinema in the world" – shows exclusive documentaries and the latest Hollywood blockbusters,
in the IMAX DOME cinema at the Technik Museum Speyer, films are projected onto a gigantic
cupola roof.
Owned by the non-profit Auto-Technik-Museum e.V., the Sinsheim-Speyer museums of
technology have around 3,000 members worldwide. They are financed exclusively through the
admission fees, donations, and membership fees of club members. All excess proceeds will
be used to preserve the museums' pieces and to expand their collections.
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